
 Dalehead Rocks, under Simon’s Seat 

Fairly wild bouldering, high on the flank of the mighty Simon’s Seat.  Best 

approached by the Naked Edge path (park in Howgills, walk the walled track 

and strike up at the footpath). 

 

The Wall Group   SE079602 
The first problems are just above the wall 
crossed by the approach path.  At the wall, 
go left.  
1 Calm Calm   Font 4 * 
The left side of the pinnacle.  Classic 
padding but a cool approach is needed. 
 
2 Ultimate Machine   Font 5+ * 
Power onto the left arête of the main 
slab.  Balance up this. 
 
3 Masterless   Font 6c * 
Pull onto the centre of the slab.  Boldly 
continue upwards without any arêtes. 
 
 

 

 
 
4 Not Samurai   Font 6b * 
Get on in the centre but treat yourself to the arête after the high flake. 
 
5 First Crack   Font 3 
Sit start off monster undercuts and take the easiest line using the slab, crack 
and block.  
 
The next problems are on two fine slabs, just above the pinnacle. 
 
6 Glacis Run Font 2 * 
Glide up the long, easy angled, ramp on the left. 
 
7 Mountain Route   Font 2 * 
Pad up the right hand line.   



The next line is a traverse of the block, just right of the pinnacle. 
 
8 Traversey Crack   Font 5+ * 
Monkey rightwards along the crack and mantle towards the end, 
wherever it seems best (heather allowing). A SDS adds a bit! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Upper Rocks SE079601 
Directly uphill from the Wall Group.  Head for the obvious tepee shaped 
pinnacle which exerts a magnetic attraction.  The slanting slab to the left 
provides the first problems. 
 

Slanting Slab 
The left-most slab of the Upper Rocks, above the Wall Group. 
 
1 Barden Mantel  Font 3+. A full on mantel or a more subtle rock-over and 
semi-mantel press. 
 
2 Project. The arete should go? 
 
3 Barden Me Font 6a+. ** An excellent high rock-over-cum-mantel. 
 
4 Barden of Eden  Font 3.* Easier press and smear. 

 
5 Bardeners Question Time Font 5+. ** Innocuous slab, undercut and bold 
finish. 
 
6 Filler In  Font 2. Step on and pad right. 
 
7 Slanting Slab  Font 2+.*  Ramble right to left using top edge for hands. 
  



Low Roof 

 
1 Roof Traverse   Font 6a 
Start deep under the low roof and climb out to a good hold in the light.  
Traverse the lip around the nose and pull over.  
 
2 Roof Traverse Extender   Font 6a+ 
As for 1 but keep going to the end of the side wall. 
 
3 Spoiler   Font 5 
Start as for the traverses but grind over direct. 
 
The Brittle Slab 
Above the Roof Traverse on the Upper Rocks. The brittle flake (and only 
really positive hold) which gave the slab its name has now been removed 
making the original line harder but probably safer. 
1 Padarete  Font 4.  The left edge. 
 
2 Nothing to Break Font 5.* From the centre trend left and up on faith and 
friction. 
 
3 Brittle Slab  Font 4+. * The obvious line past the scar of the missing flake. 
 
4 Little Rib Left  Font 3 The right rib of the smaller slab to the right climbed 
on its left. 

 
5 Little Rib Right Font 2. The right rib from the right. 

 
The Totem Pole 
Is the obvious pinnacle 

1 Whale Rider   Font 4 
The curving arête and into 
the point. A harder start is a 
just to the right f6a. 
 
2 Front Face   Font 4+ * 
Climb the front face before 
following the curving arête 
to the top. 
 
3 Totem   Font 5 * 
A captivating highball up 
the front, just left of the 
arête. 

  



4 Paul’s Madness   Font 6b (E4 6a) * 
Start up the crack but make a long span 
left across the overlap to the arête.  
Mental. 
 
5 Sane Crack   Font 4 
Stay in the crack.  Stay alive a little longer. 
 
6 Right of Sane   Font 3 
Curve into Sane crack from the right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The Twilight Block 
This highball block of superb silvery-grey rock 
is the closest and most obvious large boulder 
to be seen from the path on crossing the stile 
on the approach. It contains arguably, some of 
the very best micro-route/highballs on 
Barden Moor, similar to Naked Edge further 
up the hillside. 
 
1 The Twilight Zone Font 6b+ ** The steep 
left side without using the abutting slab and 
moving right to finish on arête. 
 
2 Colour Me Black Font 6b (E2/3 6a)** Gain 
a standing position on the black flake and 
move up then right to a stimulating finish  
 

3 Sounds and 
Silences Font 6a+ 
(E2 6a) *** Rock 
right to stand on the 
obvious hold then a 
hard rock-over 
followed by 
‘interesting’ moves 
lead to easier 
ground  
 
4 The Fear  Font 6a 
(E2 6a).*** The 
technical crux is at 
the start. The 
psychological one is 
much higher up! 
 
5 Stopover in a 
Quiet Town Font 
6b+ ** (E1 6b) The 
right arête has a 
hard start 
(depending on how 
high you stack the 
mats) and leads to 
climbing that feels 
more insecure than 
it looks. 

 


